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Abstract
[Excerpt] My project has two parts. The first part demonstrates that Jews were in fact a changing people of the Talmud. Even though I make some references to it, discussion of that large subject awaits further investigation. The second part of the project is to identify and evaluate reputations of Jews as a People of the Talmud. An aspect of that work is the primary concern of this article.
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Required Publisher Statement
Even as John Cotton used the traditional concept of the “Land of Promise” to justify the first Puritan settlement in New England on lands inhabited by New World Indians, other Protestants signaled a change in that New Testament “promise” by inventing the “Promised Land.” In time, English settlers and their Anglo-American descendants associated themselves with the new phrase. It was a way to celebrate material achievement, exceptional spiritual election, and thus an association by which they could continue to conquer and rule the Indian as a primitive alien in his own land. Indeed, together with other white Christians who joined the American colonial and revolutionary enterprise they identified with what appeared to them to be a God-directed freshness. This “freshness” made their individual and collective lives in the United States as special as the New World itself. As individuals, Jews in the new United States also participated in this enthusiasm. They were convinced that in the new land Christians were different. In 1806, Myer Moses in South Carolina, who was “so proud of being a sojourner in this promised land,” invoked New Jerusalem in an address to the Charleston Hebrew Orphan Society. From the time of the Declaration of Independence, “the Almighty gave to the Jews what had long been promised to them, namely, a second Jerusalem.”

But these Jews had remained part of that persecuted collective with the millennial-old designation of Am HaTorah, which can be translated to mean People of the Talmud; its untranslated Hebrew Bible did not contain the Christian concepts or expressions of “promise.” How should we think of them? Not as “American Jews,” “Jewish Americans,” “Jewish People,” nor for that matter as the “People of the Book,” a designation usually meaning the earliest Jews of the three monotheistic religious people of the Bible. How should we think about them as a changing people of the Talmud?

Conventional accounts by United States historians usually report that Jews and Christians, in their theoretical hostility and in their neighborly practices, in their attitude towards each other, were different here than in Europe. But in the nineteenth and early twentieth century
there appear to have persisted European-like traditions about Jews, their heritable characteristics, and their Talmud-derived patrimony of collectivity. These are not easy to detect. When writing about Jews in America the vocabulary of choice was and remains to be “Biblical,” “Post-Biblical,” “Patristic,” “The People of the Book,” or for that matter, “rabbinical,” or “orthodox,” “liberal,” or “reform.” Among scholars “Talmud” in this context is conspicuous by its silence.

My project has two parts. The first part demonstrates that Jews were in fact a changing people of the Talmud. Even though I make some references to it, discussion of that large subject awaits further investigation. The second part of the project is to identify and evaluate reputations of Jews as a People of the Talmud. An aspect of that work is the primary concern of this article.

In beginning the exploration of a Talmud-focused reputation in the American Promised Land, I have turned to a select group of articulate nineteenth century Anglo-American Christian rationalists: Thomas Jefferson and John Adams, writing in the early years of the century, Ralph Waldo Emerson at mid-century, and Goldwin Smith and Andrew Dixon White, two scholars, educators, and publicists at work in the closing decades of the century. In their perception of nineteenth century Jews, these patricians reflected a theoretical engagement that harbored European-like associations between Jews and Talmudic worlds of times past and present. To be sure, their New Testament framed approach also incorporated deeply rooted attitudes towards the figure of Jesus and Old Testament Jews. But readily available evidence suggests that in the nineteenth century American constructions of what has been called the “mythical” Jew, the Talmudic canon may well deserve joint billing with the Bible.

It is well-known, especially to readers of this journal, that nineteenth century America was different than Europe, even different than the United Kingdom and Holland, where a Calvinist infused Protestantism had also helped to fashion different associations with Jews and their Talmudic connections. But some brief references to Europe’s past are instructive here. Even as political racism was becoming a force for mobilizing public opinion, articulate publicists, who remained excitable by the Talmud and its rabbinical disseminators, sustained associations between all Jews and the Talmud. Logically, in the nineteenth century racial attitudes may have been incompatible with rigorous religious doctrines, but in practice it was different. In these decades material and political changes were creating new and influential opportunities
for Jews in Western and West Central Europe. Then, coalitions of Christian groups and post-Christian liberal and radical movements were engaged with the political cultures and popular biological determinants of their own place and time: they organized around specific myths and objectives.

A dramatic case in point was the infamous Damascus Affair of 1840 involving a ritual murder accusation that attracted worldwide attention. Old polemics against the Talmudic world continued to hold a special place in hostile imaginations. The accusation that Jewish “holy books and specifically the Talmud,” reports Jonathan Fraenkel, “sanctioned ritual murder, was perceived by the Jewish spokesmen from the first as the most dangerous aspect of the Damascus case.” These were entangled with commonly held attitudes about presumed inherited traits among Jews. One presumption was “the universally accepted fact that Jews had a peculiar smell,” that even baptism could not remove. Another perspective was comparable to notions about the place of Bildung in the genuine German character or the role of the frontier in the shaping of the American character: the Talmud experience shaped Jewish character.

Invariably, biology intruded in public affairs. In Berlin, the Jewish Community Council discovered that fact in 1881, when it fought a newspaper that had indicted the Talmud. It “cited the German law which forbade slander of all religious communities.” The state prosecutor, however, found a way out. He “refused to indict,” reports master historian George Mosse: “First, the Talmud was not a religious code of law . . . but merely of historical interest. Second . . . in attacking the Talmud the paper had not attacked the Jews as a religious community . . . but only as a race and a Volk.” Another telling example comes from Uri Tal’s work. It illustrates what happened in a germ-conscious Germany afraid of contagion and of the incoming Ostjude. The fear had led to new Prussian rules for border control points and westward rail traffic terminating in Hamburg. In 1893, within the year of the devastating cholera epidemic in the old Hansa city, a large group of non-Orthodox rabbis in Germany publicly declared that “the Talmud and Oral Law were binding only to the extent that it could stand up to modern rational criticism and . . . insisted that the oral law had no normative authority over written law.” Nevertheless, the Berliner Presse of February 18, 1893, a widely read liberal newspaper, insisted that “even modern Judaism had not yet liberated itself from the authority of the oral law, and that as long as the Jews continued to teach these traditions, it would be impossible for them to integrate completely into German Society: ‘As long as the Talmud will continue to exist and [to be] studied, as it is in Jewish schools, for example . . . the tendentious exploitation of its contents will not cease.’"
Finally, it is also important to point out in what spirit John Maynard Keynes made those kinds of connections in 1930. The illustration comes from a review essay by his current biographer, Robert Sildelsky. He first recalls a pre-World War I passage from Werner Sombart, the historical economist who helped to popularize among yet another generation of publicists and scholars the quite old shibboleth: the “Talmud encouraged Jews to accumulate money through usury—making money from the loan of money.” In a line of secular thought about religion and economic enterprise, involving the likes of Hess, Marx, and Weber, Sombart had designated that concept as the “root idea of capitalism.” In Keynes’s time the stereotype was so widespread that he wrote: “Perhaps it is not an accident that the race which did the most to bring the promise of immortality into the heart and essence of our religion has also done most for the principle of compound interest and particularly loves this most purposive of human institutions.” Later, reports Sildelsky, Keynes “apologized for having been thinking along ‘purely conventional lines.’”12

Race-conscious Christians in the United States had a fear of strangers in general and concern about Jews in particular. These fears combined with commonly held convictions about biologically determined human characteristics. Furthermore, Americans had apprehensions towards collectives considered threatening. Though the separation of church and state, in state after state, was becoming a practical fact for Jews and other enfranchised citizens in the antebellum republic, and even though, outside of the South, the trot of individualism and free market economics was turning into an unrestrained gallop, the federal union was still too fragile a creature for the republic’s emerging national culture to be unafraid of congealed collectives, such as Indian tribes, the constant threat of mobilized rebellious African slaves, or worse, entire sections in open revolt against the Union.

To be sure, from colonial beginnings, many, but not all, New England Puritans believed there was a connection between the conversion of all Jews and the triumph of a Christianized Israel. In 1669, in the tradition of English Protestants employing Jewish exegesis in their reading of Biblical texts, Boston’s young Puritan, Increase Mather, wrote his well-known apocalyptically oriented conversion treatises about the *Mysterie of Israel*. There he expressed sensitivity to “Judaizing” influences even as he spoke of “Talmudic Jews,” and their “Jewish Rabbies,” [*sic*] some of whom he cited for achieving textual clarity in his own work.13 The here and now preoccupations were not, however, as in Europe, with the People of the Talmud.

One was with threatening tribal native Americans. Especially in times of stress and war Anglo-American discourse constructed Indians into lethal enemies; it was marked by “children of the devil,” “degrada-
tion," "extinction," and in time, "extermination." It is helpful to recall that when war with Indian tribes had become a fact of New England life, Increase Mather’s illustrious son, Cotton Mather, wrote these lines about his peoples’ Indian voices. “The voices of Indians are these: they are very lying wretches, and they are very lazy wretches and they are out of measure indulgent into their children; there is no family government among them.” Framing his perceptions in constructs his colonial contemporaries had fashioned, many amidst apocalyptic expectations, he knew that his own people had been punished. “We have shamefully Indianized in all those abominable things. Now, the judgments of God have employed Indian’s hatchets to wound us, no doubt, by these our Indian vices.”

The bio-cultural obsession of the day was not, as in Europe, with being “Judaized”; it was with real and imagined overlapping threats, to the federal system and to the emerging American civic culture. Indians, and Mormons, who appeared for the first time in antebellum years, challenged legally constituted authority within the states and territories of the republic. Each was distrusted, for each with force might well create and maintain “a state within a state,” something beyond “dependent nations” or autonomous nationalities. So the federal government used its own soldiers to enforce reservation policies on Indians and legal prescriptions on Mormons. When an entire region tried to establish a new state, the worst did happen: civil war, the cataclysmic event of the nineteen hundreds.

By the end of the century much had changed in the years following the military elimination of the Indian menace, the coercion of the Mormons, the suppression of the Southern rebellion, and the emancipation of millions of African American slaves. But at the time when mass migration poured out of the Talmudic Kingdom and headed for the United States, the American Reservation and the Russian Pale continued to have common features.

More revealing still, about the persistence of deadly bio-cultural driven obsessions in the Promised Land, were explosions occurring when emancipated African Americans strove as free individuals to migrate within America, and move through markets, occupations, and into its citizenship. With each passing day the developing segregation system looked like the one then emerging in South Africa. The worst explosion was a lynching campaign in the Lower South which lasted from the 1880s until World War I. It gave rise to a new organized spectator sport, sometimes mobilizing over a thousand unmasked light skinned citizens for one public murder of a darker skinned American citizen. Self-appointed guardians of an idealized white Anglo-American society in the Deep South used the terrifying crusade to institutionalize new arrangements. They did it, they said, in order to defend a modern
civilization against threatening black primitives, like those other resident primitives they and their Northern compatriots had all but penned up in patrolled reservations.\textsuperscript{15}

As for Jews in that different American nineteenth century, most of them conducted their lives within a fractured and splintered Talmudic tradition and Halakhic standard. They were changing, even rebelling, drawn and pulled by the force of economic and political opportunity, enlightened rationalism, and republican assimilation; some, and increasingly many more, reflected the cutting edge of that change in the direction of what would later be designated secular Jewry. But as in other migrating populations of those years, cutting edge attitudes towards collective identities and its nomenclatures usually did not embrace the majority of Jewish newcomers and their children: They had varying standards of religious observance and there were enormous variations in their knowledge of classical Jewish sources. With these, and bio-cultural convictions of their own, Jews remained in their erratic orbits around their once hallowed canon.\textsuperscript{16} That is to say, their religious culture was like a “river full of debris,” to use David D. Hall’s simile about New England Puritans who had migrated from England: all caught up in a “muddied, multilayered process by which culture was transmitted, one that functioned to preserve and pass along many bits and pieces of past systems of belief.”\textsuperscript{17} Jews as individuals and Jews as corporate groups had also moved from their place in time and space, from their Sitz-im-Leben in Talmudic Judaism. Across generations, and in their masses, they began as different kinds of Talmudic Jews and went through different periods to become diverse post-Talmudic Jews. This led them to quite different futures, to all sorts of religious and ethnic Jews, of the kind so common in our day, in Israel and in the rest of the world.\textsuperscript{18} But, during the nineteenth and early twentieth century, their journeys and moves through the ranks of society did not eclipse their commitments to the Talmud and the Halakha as much as it fractured and splintered it.

Thomas Jefferson and John Adams fully appreciated these Jewish commitments. At a time when both aging giants were living in a republic that had made a sharp evangelical Protestant right turn away from the anti-clericalism of their revolutionary years,\textsuperscript{19} Jefferson quoted approvingly to Adams passages from William Enfield’s summary of Johann Jakob Brucker’s \textit{Historia Critica Philosophiae}. One of the longer quotations stressed, not the life of Biblical Jewry but Bruckner’s and Enfield’s misrepresentation of the state of moral philosophy to be found in the
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Talmud. Enfield had best speak for himself since his formulation succinctly expressed the usual thinking on the subject among English Deists and French enlightened rationalists. He cast his conclusion in terms of “the Jews in the Middle age,” that is from a time between the classical world and the modern one. Jewish books of “Morals chiefly consisted in a minute enumeration of duties. From the law of Moses were deduced 613 precepts, which were divided into two classes, affirmative and negative, 248 in the former, and 365 in the latter. It may serve to give the reader some idea of the low state of moral philosophy among the Jews of the Middle age, to add, that of the 248 affirmative precepts, only 3 were considered obligatory upon women; and that in order to obtain salvation, it was judged sufficient to fulfill any one single law in the hour of death; the observance of the rest being deemed necessary, only to increase the felicity of the future life. What a wretched depravity of sentiment and manner must have prevailed before such corrupt maxims could have obtained credit! It is impossible,” he concluded, “to collect from these writings a consistent series of moral Doctrine.” No wonder the enlightened Jefferson in 1803 had informed Benjamin Rush that all Jews “need reformation . . . in an eminent degree.”

In their exchanges the unreconstructed anticlerical republicans from Virginia and Massachusetts revealed the nature of their interest in the classical sources governing the People of the Talmud. Steeped in Greek and Roman sources, and eager to remain conversant with the non-Jewish English, French, and German literature of the European and American Enlightenment of their own day, they differed about the value of the ancient Hebrews’ contribution to progressive religious thought. Some years earlier, Adams had written “I will insist that the Hebrews have done more to civilize men than any other nation. . . . The Jews . . . preserve[d] and propagate[d] to all mankind the doctrine of a supreme, intelligent, wise, almighty sovereign of the universe, which I believe to be the great essential principle of all morality and consequently of all civilization.”

Both shared the instrumental approach of most European critics to classical Jewish texts, about which, by their own admission, Jefferson and Adams also knew next to nothing. But as those critics did, they too comprehended that the classic Talmudic corpus of Judaica provided the constitutional web of Jewish conduct for the few thousand Jews in their midst, the tens of thousands in the English, French, and German parts of Western Europe, and the hundreds of thousands east of the Oder and in the Near East. In that respect there was little to distinguish between them and Henry St. John Bolingbroke, Voltaire, or for that matter Joseph Priestley, who had died in 1803.

It was the publication of one of Jefferson’s letters to Priestley that
had stimulated Adams to press Jefferson for the exchange of views about Jews in the first place. Although they had misgivings about some of his Christian beliefs and intellectual presumptions—especially Adams, whose connections to Priestley had been quite different than those of Jefferson’s close ties—both presidents held him in high regard. Priestley, the famous English political thinker and scientist, was part of a group that Adams had met and valued while posted to London from 1785 to 1787. “Unitarianism and Biblical Criticism were the great Characteristics of them all. All were learned, scientific, and moral. . . . All professed Friendship for America, and these were almost all, who pretended to any such Thing.” During the French Revolution Priestley was driven to the United States by an angry Birmingham mob and remained in Pennsylvania until his death.24

But there was another side to Priestley that the two friends commented upon but did not explore. In England, in 1786 and 1787, in a storm of controversy, and again in 1794 in the United States, Priestley had published his Letters to the Jews. The well-advertised pamphlets were part of his campaign to convert Jews to his kind of persuasion. As had the earlier critics, Priestley, a Unitarian minister, also pressed a Scripture-based Christian intellectual polemic without examining Jewish life on its own terms.25 He could easily have done so. In London of those years, when “an impressive fiscal military state,” “an articulate and powerful middle class,” and a vibrant Dutch-like consumer economy was changing the nature of English nationalism, it was easy enough to find knowledgeable Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jews in their institutional setting and with their familial, religious, and commercial connections to Holland and Germany. He had available all sorts of contemporary descriptions of London Jewish life written by resident and touring Jews or Christians. Some publications were indictments and misleading, such as those which continued to designate the officiating rabbi in a synagogue as a high priest; it was a designation with a remarkable vitality in the nineteenth century. Other accounts were accurate and sympathetic. Of course, Priestley, as well as the two former presidents, could have turned to the German-language works of Moses Mendelssohn. These, issued between 1756 and 1787, included his published rational defense of Judaism against enlightened attacks and conversion efforts. When diplomats Adams and Jefferson were in London and in Paris, Mendelssohn had become well-known among Europe’s philosophes.26

Finally, Priestley could have taken much more seriously than he did the published counter-attacks by David Levi. To be sure, Levi, an Anglo-Jewish London-born “failed shoemaker and sometime hat dresser,” was not comparable to a Mendelssohn. But Levi had become accomplished in his self-appointed task to study Jewish tradition and defend it against “gentile calumnies.” In 1783, he had published A Suc-
cinct Account, of the Rites, and Ceremonies, of the Jews, a large work that included a summary of the ancient Mishna, which had attracted English Protestants since the seventeenth century. And a few years later, he brought out "a quite extraordinary and very large three volume work on the Hebrew language, consisting of a Hebrew grammar, a Hebrew English dictionary comprising all of the vocabulary of the Old Testament, and an English-Hebrew phrase book." 27

In examining Priestley’s references to Scripture and conversion polemics addressed to Jews, Levi used his Jewish knowledge with the firm conviction that it was as valid, if not more so, than Priestley’s New Testament driven Protestant interpretations of Scripture and non-Jewish classical sources. Indeed, in that same spirit Levi also turned to the Talmudic corpus of Jewish truth and knowledge when he cited parts of it in his published critique of Tom Paine’s reading of the Old Testament. So, no matter how strongly he insisted on basing his arguments on Scripture, Priestley knew Levi was writing from within the People of the Talmud whose sources, to Priestley, were invariably suspect. He dismissed Levi’s arguments and sources out of hand. 28

Some of Priestley’s other contemporaries also found fault with his Letters to the Jews. One was an imaginary Solomon de A. R. who wrote him a public letter. “There is a degree of candor and benevolence (real or affected you best know) running through your Letters, which could not avoid being extremely pleasing were it not for that air of superciliousness and superiority, with which the whole is contaminated. The persons to whom you address yourself, appear in your Letters to be little better than contemptible children, or idiots, incapable of attending to solid manly arguments, and therefore to be amused with gewgaws and trifles.” 29

Adams too was critical, but for reasons having to do with Priestley’s acceptance of all sorts of Christian beliefs: Jesus had a divine mission, had created miracles, had been resurrected, and would “come again to raise the dead and judge the world.” For these beliefs Adams could find no rational explanation nor textual evidence in his reading of Scripture. “I shall never be a Disciple of Priestley. He is as absurd inconsistent, credulous and incomprehensible as Athanasius. Read his Letter to the Jews in this Volume. Could a rational Creature write it? Aye! such rational creatures as... Condorcet[sic]... John Taylor in Politicks... and French Prophets in Theology.” 30

Jefferson was more restrained, and actually examined Levi’s response to Priestley. “It is a curious and tough work. His style is inelegant and incorrect, harsh and petulent to his adversary, and his reasoning flimsy enough.” But, he acknowledged, Levi had introduced him to some Jewish doctrines which were new to Jefferson and he now summarized for Adams Levi’s passages about Jewish monotheism and
about Jesus. “He alludes [sic] that the Jews alone preserve the doctrine of the unity of god . . . He agrees than an anointed prince was prophesied and promised: but denies that the character and history of Jesus has any analogy with that of the person promised.” Jefferson faulted Levi’s methodology. “For example, he takes passages from Scripture from their context (which would give them a very different meaning) strings them together, and makes them point towards what object he pleases; he interprets them figuratively, typically, analytically, hyperbolically; he calls in the aid of emendation, transposition, ellipsis, metonymy, and every other figure of rhetoric . . . and finally avails himself of all his advantage over his adversaries by his superior knowledge of Hebrew, speaking in the very language of divine communication, while they can only fumble on with conflicting and disputed translations.”

However, Jefferson, taking the measure of both, gave Levi his due even as he protected Priestley. “Such is this war of giants. And how can such pigmies as you and I decide between them. For myself I confess that my head is not formed tantas componere lites,” quoting for Adams a line from Virgil (“It is not for me to settle for you such great arguments”) as he closed his letter in the spirit that Adams had last written to him about philosophy, politics, and metaphysics: “And as you began your Mar. 2. with a declaration that you were about to write me the most frivolous letter I had ever read, so I will close mine by saying I have written you a full match for it.”

Jefferson and Adams had a sense of the Judaic corpus they would have to master in order to properly compare and evaluate Jews and Judaism in thought and action. Here is Jefferson: “To compare the morals of the old, with those of the new testament, would require an attentive study of the former, a search thro’ all its books for its precepts, and through all its history for its practices, and the principles they prove. As commentaries too on these, the philosophy of the Hebrews must be enquired into, their Mishna, their Gemara, Cabala, Jezirah, Sohar, Cosri, and their Talmud must be examined and understood, in order to do them full justice.”

And here his friend Adams: “If I had Eyes and Nerves I would go through both Testaments and mark all that I understand. To examine the Mishna Gemara Cabbala Jezirah, Sohar Cosri and Talmud of the Hebrew would require the life of Methuselah, and after all, his 969 Years would be wasted to very little purpose. The Daemon of Hierarchical despotism has been at Work, both with the Mishna and Gemara. In 1238 a French Jew, made a discovery to the Pope . . . of the heresies of the Talmud. The Pope sent 35 Articles of Error, to the Archbishops of France, requiring them to seize the books of the Jews, and burn all that contained any Errors. He wrote in the same terms to the Kings of France, England Arragon, Castile Leon, Navarre and Portugal. In
consequence of this Order 20 Cartloads of Hebrew Books were burnt in France: and how many times 20 Cartloads were destroyed in the other Kingdoms? The Talmud of Babylon and that of Jerusalem were composed 120 to 500 Years after the destruction of Jerusalem. If [John] Lightfoot derived Light from what escaped from . . . [the Pope’s] fury in explaining many passages in the New Testament by comparing the Expressions of the Mishna, with those of the Apostles and Evangelists, how many proofs of the Corruptions of Christianity might we find in the Passages burnt?"

But it is important to reiterate that the context of these and related passages about the People of the Talmud were enthusiastic private speculations by aging giants of the American Enlightenment—Adams designated his as “School Boy criticisms and crude Philosophy, problematic History and heretical Divinity”—about the pagan religious inspirations and values they associated with New Testament passages attributed to Jesus. In their case that enthusiasm was driven by an eagerness to demonstrate what Adams had identified as the “Corruptions of Christianity.” The speculation is that the best of Christianity is not uniquely dependent on Jews; for their comparative reading had also revealed that rational religion was inherent in the natural religion of pagan writers.34

Modern historians writing about Jews in antebellum America have not followed a lead in Isaac Mayer Wise’s recollection about English missionary inspired anti-Semitism: “the Talmud and, incidentally, the Jews and Judaism were attacked . . . everlong . . . every pastor and every insignificant little preacher, every common jester, and every political rogue rained blows upon the Talmud and the Jews . . . and all this called forth not one word of protest from any source.”35

There were some among middle and late nineteenth century “enlightened” Christians who expressed their respective versions of aging views about the Talmud and its people. Witness the elusive Ralph Waldo Emerson. To be sure, the evidence that he also perceived Jews as a People of the Talmud is more circumstantial, if only because in the few passages he did write about Jews he did not explicitly refer to the Judaica corpus in the manner of Jefferson and Adams. But he too did not write in isolation from his surroundings. His Jewish contemporaries in New England, or in Italy and the United Kingdom, where he visited, may have “figured peripherally” in his daily affairs. But that was by his choice and surely did not preclude this intellectual giant from knowing that the Jews of his written passages were in fact the changing
People of the Talmud. In his lifetime expressions of and protests against Talmud phobia popped up in some books and news stories published in the United States. By the end of August, 1840, American cities on the eastern seaboard witnessed Jewish protest meetings about the Damascus Affair; resolutions were sent to the White House. And, after the Affair, an English-language Jewish press emerged in England and in the United States which in Boston or London, with some effort on Emerson’s part, was available to him. It is also not unimportant to note that until the 1850s most, if not all, of the thirty-seven Jewish congregations in the United States were religiously orthodox; three of those were in Boston, including one, when Boston’s Jewry was tiny, that was comprised of Polish Jews from Poznan.

Besides, there were instructions from his literary world. In 1822 William Croswell, who seems to have shared Christian missionary sentiments towards Jews, wrote a poem entitled “The Synagogue,” which, in 1842, was the only poem in Rufus Griswold’s Poems and Poetry in America that dealt with contemporary Jewry. Its lines, connected to the Pharisees, nevertheless included: “I saw them in their synagogue/As in their ancient day . . .” and called attention to “holy Sabbath eve,” “Phylacteries,” “fringes,” and “mighty scroll.” Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, whose approach to the Talmud and the Hebrew language was quite different from that of Croswell and Emerson, used “Talmud,” “Targum,” and “Kabala” in his “Tales of a Wayside Inn.”

And then there was Henry Holt Milman. Starting in 1832, Emerson had available the work of this classicist who published the first of a number of editions of his three volume history of the Jews. The first edition is listed in the bibliography of Emerson’s library, as recorded by the Concord Antiquarian Society. Some of Milman’s passages are noteworthy for identifying the kind of English-language knowledge available to mid-century American men of letters. In comparison to Jefferson and John Adams, Milman’s passages reflected a greater awareness of the Judaica corpus and, on its own terms. I quote at length from the 1866 edition:

The influence of the Talmud on European superstitions, opinion, and even literature remains to be traced; to the Jew the Talmud became the magic circle within which the national mind patiently laboured for ages in performing the bidding of the ancient and mighty exchangers, who drew the sacred line beyond which it might not venture to pass. . . . [As result of persecution it] became more dear to the Jew, who was little inclined to unfold its lore to the blind prejudiced Christians unable to comprehend; and unworthy of being enlightened by its wisdom. . . . [It would] require a perfect mastery of Rabbinical Hebrew in its gradual development and expansion, as well as calm and subtle and penetrating, I would almost say, considering the subjects often in discussion, a reverential judgment—the gift of a few men, of still fewer who are likely to devote their minds to what after all might prove but a barren
study. So alone should we know what the Jews have been, what they may be, and fully understand their writing and their later history. A religious mind would be above all indispensable, but the combination of religious zeal with respect for the religion of others is the last and tardiest growth in the inexhaustible soil of Christian virtue.

By citing reputable scholars, who had taken pains to distinguish between the Halakha on the one hand and the Midrash and Agada on the other, Milman made certain that readers such as Emerson would not be misled by the kinds of misrepresentations presented by the likes of Enfield.38

Students of Emerson have placed him in all sorts of contexts. Baritz represents one main line of thought: “Steadily elevating law, system, and some fundamental word—the Bible or the United States Constitution—above any person, American thinkers had characteristically sought ways by which to return to a Hebraic God who was pure idea, pure ‘I Am,’ and who had told the prophet Samuel to tell the Jews to beware of Kings. Americans had characteristically sought to purge the flesh and personification from their world views, and in so doing they rejected the continuity of the generations of men.” Within that stream Emerson came to declare humans divine and, in a flight of transcendence, predicted if each “would be true to his own divinity each would attain the kingdom of the just.”39

Robert J. Lowenberg has another context and within it he detected serious “Jew hatred.” Emerson’s goal as a poet is “what [Harold] Bloom claims it is—divinity.... So what god... [does], Emerson competes ... with. ... Emerson sought to enthrone the god who is ‘One Man’ in place of the God who is One, in place of the God of the Jews.” But according to Lowenberg, Emerson was after much more: “Emerson hoped to bring about the suppression of God, in addition to that of Torah and Israel... [His] revision of Judaism is radical and thorough. It begins with revision of God. Naturally the Church and all that comes after it, and not just Torah and Israel, are superseded.” The poet “... becomes the new suffering servant.”40

That reading may stand alone, in part because of Emerson’s La-marckian-like passages about the transforming power of the Anglo-American republic. He wrote: “in this continent—asylum of all nations—the energy of Irish, Germans, Swedes, Poles, and Cossacks, and all the European tribes... will construct a new race, a new religion, a new state, a new literature.” Emerson’s positions were also influenced by racial attitudes among publishing biologists and anthropologists. So, for example, that asylum passage is implicitly qualified by later passages on race. It works “immortally to keep its own,” but it is also resisted by such other forces as “Civilization,” a “reagent” eating away “the old traits,” but not for all. Emerson wrote: “Race is a controlling influence
in the Jew, who for two millenniums, under every climate, has preserved the same character and employments. Race in the negro is of appalling importance. But the Briton of today is a very different person from long ago. Each religious sect has its own physiognomy. The Methodist have acquired a face; the Quakers a face; the nuns, a face. Trades and professions carve their own lines on face and form.”

Lowenberg’s interpretation, however, does also suggest, when it comes to Jews and their Judaism, Emerson thought of Jews not only as the People of the Book but also as the primitive People of the Talmud. Lowenberg claims that “Emerson routinely identified Jews as usurers and low-minded people.” He certainly had Jews on his mind when, from time to time, he made entries in his journal. In 1832, he noted: “And God had his scaffoldings. The Jewish Law answered its temporary purpose & was then set aside. Christianity is completing its purpose as an aid to educate man. And Evil is a scaffolding on which universal good is reared. God shall be all in all.” A year before the Damascus Affair and before beards had become stylish for New Englanders, after a visit to a Boston gallery where he saw one or more of Washington Allston’s “A Sketch of a Polish Jew,” Emerson, without losing his critical distance, noted that “the Polish Jews are an offense to me; they degrade and animalize. As soon as a beard becomes any thing but an accident, we have not a man but a Turk or a Jew, a satyr, dandy, a goat. So we paint angels & Jesus & Apollo (with) [sic] beardless; and the Greek & the Mohawk leave them to Mufties and Monks.” To be sure, Emerson was a sharp critic of Allston’s work—it had included many beards in portraits representing Biblical scenes—because he considered the apocalyptically oriented Allston too much a prisoner of traditional Christian European culture. But the reaction to Polish Jews—“they degrade and animalize”—was Emerson, not on Allston nor on the beard worn by the face in the portraits; it was Emerson on the People of the Talmud. Allston’s title for the portraits had triggered the response.42

Like John Adams, Emerson had recognized the significance of Hebraic monotheism in the Second Commandment but was pressed to move beyond Adams and that commandment: “In taking this PM farewell looks at the sybils & prophets of Michel Angelo, I fancied that they all looked not free but necessitated; ridden by a superior Will, by an Idea which they could not shake off. It sits in their life. The heads of Raphael look freer certainly, but this Obedience of Michel’s figures contrasts strangely with the living forms of this age. These old giants are still under the grasp of that terrific Jewish idea before which ages were driven like sifted snow which all the literatures of the world,—Latin, Spanish, Italian, French, English, tingle with, but we sleek dapper men have quite got free of the old reverence, have heard new facts
on metaphysics, & are not quite ready to join any new church. We are travelers, & not responsible."

On May 17, 1840, by which time news about the Damascus Affair had started to appear on the pages of some of America’s leading newspapers—it had been receiving important coverage in England, France, and Germany for two months—he noted, without explanation: "It seems as if the Jews harp has sounded long enough." (He never did explicitly comment on Damascus.) A decade later, perhaps in a string of thought that still connected him to Priestley’s kind of Unitarian conversion efforts, he envisioned the end of the People of the Talmud, although he did not put it that way. "Tis said that the age ends with the poet or successful man, who knots up into himself the genius or idea of his nation; and, that when the Jews have at last flowered perfectly into Jesus, there is the end of the nation."

Emerson certainly continued to think of Jews as “base”; for years later in the midst of Reconstruction, comes this passage: “You complain that the negroes are a base class. Who makes & keeps (them so,) the jew or the negro base, who but you, who exclude them from the rights which others enjoy?” And in 1864, embedded in a passage reacting to the turmoil of Civil War, he revealed some familiarity with rabbinical commentaries on the Hebrew’s Bible: “American Nationality is now within the Republican Party, hence its security. In like manner, (the cause) in view of the nationalities of the world, the battle of humanity is now in the American Union, & hence the weakness of English & European opposition. Napoleon’s words that in 25 years, the United States would dictate the policies of the world, was a little early; but the sense was just, with a Jewish interpre(ta)tion of the ‘forty days’ & seventy weeks. It is true, that if we escape bravely from the present war America will be the controlling power."

In order to make the obscure less opaque among nineteenth century influential Anglo-Americans writing in the Christian rationalist tradition, I turn to Goldwin Smith and Andrew Dixon White. The first expressed himself most explicitly about the People of the Talmud; the second was also explicit but, in addition, was well connected to leaders of the small but growing number of Jews who identified with Reform Jewry. Together, though for different reasons, they all accepted this proposition: an inherent part of the changing People of the Talmud was pious, or religiously observant enough to consider the Talmud and its rabbinical interpreters as exclusive sources of truth and knowledge.
Therefore, this Jewry, a primitive medieval orthodoxy, was in conflict with modern life.

This perspective of the critics occurred against a background being littered by neo-Lamarckians. They could not but stamp new science—germ theory oriented biology—on all sorts of bio-cultural beliefs rooted in traditional notions about familial transmission of acquired characteristics. Some fifty years before the publication of *Origin of the Species*, J. B. Antoine de Lamarck, a French evolutionist, had taken a concept about the inheritance of acquired characteristics, “so universally accepted from the ancients to the nineteenth century . . .” that there was “no need for . . . [him] to enlarge upon it.” He simply made it part of a larger complex explanatory model of evolution. His “paradigm was highly persuasive to the lay person, who held most of the beliefs of which it was composed. This is the reason,” writes Ernst Mayr, the distinguished historian of biological thought, “why some of the Lamarckian ideas continued to be accepted so widely for almost a hundred years . . .” after the publication of Darwin’s *Origin*. Indeed, the concept of newly acquired characters “was so universally accepted . . . that when Lamarckians had a revival toward the end of the nineteenth century, most of those who had never read Lamarck in the original assumed that Lamarckism simply meant a belief in the inheritance of acquired characters.”

There were all sorts of implications. By this light a species’ capacity to hold its critical environment constant sustained its capacity to inherit its acquired characteristics. Such assumptions did not have to lead to pessimistic expectations. In line with the optimism of enlightenment thought, Lamarck had believed that “no race was eternally locked into its present characteristics.” Others too took an optimistic, even a radically optimistic, reading of the days to come—the revolutions of capitalism, liberalism, and democracy will transform the environment which in turn will fashion a person with new desirable heritable characteristics. But, even though Lamarck had thought that “idleness, carelessness, and lack of success were not racial qualities . . .” he did recognize them as characteristics acquired as “the result of the habit of submitting to authority from early youth.” So, amidst growing fears in the struggle for survival—those who deemed themselves superior peoples felt themselves seriously challenged by those they considered as inferior, dangerous, and degenerate—Lamarckians focused on persistent training environments for the young.44

Indeed, as in the case of Sigmund Freud, who rejected much of the racial attitudes so popular among his fellow physicians, the writings of Jews among them revealed the influence of neo-Lamarckism especially well. Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi’s insightful observations about Freud illuminates the landscape. He has suggested that “Freud’s Jewish-
ness may... also have played a role in his Lamarckian predilections” in the sense that “its subjective dimension, the feeling harbored and expressed by committed and alienated modern Jews alike, of the enormous weight, the gravitational pull, of the Jewish past, whether it be felt as an anchor or a burden.” Yerushalmi argued: “Deconstructed into Jewish terms what is Lamarckism if not the powerful feeling that, for better or worse, one cannot really cease being Jewish, and this not merely because of current anti-Semitism or discrimination, and certainly not because of the Chain of Tradition, but because one’s fate in being Jewish was determined long ago by the Fathers, and that often what one feels most deeply and obscurely is a trilling wire in the blood.” Freud, in writing about the Land of Israel, put the point this way: “and we hail from there... our forebears lived there for perhaps a whole millennium... and it is impossible to say what heritage from this land we have taken into our blood and nerves.”

Euro-American physicians among Freud’s contemporaries no longer assumed the Jewish male menstruated, but they still attributed to Jewish men and women all sorts of other peculiar characteristics and habits, in part because they ignored contrary evidence being published by Jewish colleagues. Experts continued to construct Jews as being impervious to the different climates and lifestyles in which the world’s Jews lived. Racial immunity or “a hereditary aversion to liquor” protected them from alcoholism; they also had not succumbed to plague and pestilence “to the same extent” as had non-Jews. In similar fashion, but usually determined by the current events of their practice, doctors often made all sorts of assumptions about the Jewish stranger or neighbor next door, widely believing all sorts of things: they were not as susceptible as Gentiles to typhus, tuberculosis, cholera, measles, scarlet fever, diphtheria, or croup; in proportions significantly higher than non-Jews, Jews did suffer from diabetes, lung and bronchial problems, hemorrhoids, cancer (“...but neither penile nor uterine, due to male circumcision...”), conjunctivitis, trachoma, and color blindness. In Germany’s biomedical culture, social construction of disease and illness led to the general conclusion that Jews, though as individuals belonging to the white race, collectively constituted a separate race—pure, bifurcated, mixed, or racially separate by virtue of its unique religious community.

Goldwin Smith was brought to Cornell by President White to join the faculty as a nonresident Professor of English and Constitutional History. He stayed for three years before moving on to Toronto. Smith
had been Oxford University’s Regius Professor of History for eight years and had established a significant reputation as a liberal publicist opposed to religious orthodoxies, especially to those of the Jews. He wrote about them based on sources associated with the genre of European anti-Semitic writings during the last third of the nineteenth century. In Canada, he continued his teachings and writing, and also his occasional correspondence with White.

In the late 1870s and early 1880s, Goldwin Smith, who had long believed Jews prevented England from conducting an independent foreign policy towards countries with large Jewish populations, liked to distinguish between “liberal” Jews and “genuine” Jews. The relatively few liberal Jews in enlightened countries “have virtually ceased to be Jews. . . . So rapid is the progress of [their Judaic] disintegration . . . as to render it probable that in a few generations Judaism will cease to exist [there].” “One can hardly imagine,” he wrote in 1878 in Nineteenth Century, “that anything palpably primeval and tribal would long resist the sun of modern civilization, when a wise and tolerant policy once allowed that sun freely to shine upon it.” Genuine Jews, in their migrating masses out of Eastern Europe, frightened him. That bright sun could not penetrate and therefore would not disintegrate what he, in American slang, called that Jewish “hard shell type.” Genuine Jews were not like Unitarians or Methodists, people having “merely a religious belief” that in no way affected their “secular relations” with other citizens: “Judaism is a distinction of race, the religion being identified with the race as is the case in the whole group of primeval and tribal relations.” For Smith the genuine Jew was a person “with a special deity of his own race. The rest of mankind are to him not merely people holding a different creed, but aliens in blood.” By 1881, he declared: “Israel is not a sect, but a vast relic of primeval tribalism, with its tribal mark, its tribal separation, and its tribal God. The affinity of Judaism is not to nonconformity but to caste.”

Goldwin Smith, perceived by contemporaries on both sides of the Atlantic as a modern, liberal, tolerant political activist and distinguished academic, represented himself as a general critic of all religious orthodoxies. In the kind of scholarly fashion he shared with Heinrich von Treitschke, the popular Prussian historian to whom he was often favorably compared, Smith was eager to expose the source of that Judaic primeval tribalism which so effectively shielded itself from the disintegrating rays of the modern sun.

He buttressed his arguments with Biblical texts, especially passages about rituals of circumcision and injunctions against intermarriage. He described Jews in their ancient historical setting as a “community of husband men” who, even as they had demonstrated their capacity for intolerance, had produced “a great religion,” and “memorably contrib-
uted to the progress of humanity.” From there he extended his remarks to post-Biblical Jewry and well beyond. He knew there was a connection between Biblical days and a much later Jewish priesthood. When rabbis wielded the “civil sword” they rejected a posture of tolerance towards those whose expressions and deeds differed from the priesthood: The works of Maimonides were burned. Excommunication choked freedom of thought. And in the Poland of his time, Goldwin Smith reported “bigotry capable of anything is to be found among the zealots of the Jewish race.”

In fact, Smith often relied on information he obtained from James Laister, an English correspondent whom he paid for his services as an informant about the Talmud, about which Goldwin Smith apparently knew nothing. Laister, a Methodist minister, who aired his own views in Modern Thought, usually stressed the significance of the Talmud in linking Biblical Jewry to the present. He followed Christian arguments that had been advanced since at least the thirteenth century: “the Jews, whom we are now discussing have not given us the Bible, they have given us the Talmud . . .” which he insisted was the “modern application of Mosaic Laws in hostility to gentiles.” With Smith, he saw Jews as people standing in the way of progressive civilization. Modern “genuine Jews” were not scriptural Jews at all. “Russian Jews are Talmudic.” Laister, himself actually ignorant about the content of the Talmud, was eager to push this campaign with Goldwin Smith. In the spring of 1882 he found a Talmud expert he could trust and use for their mutual needs, a Jewish convert to Christianity. “I am going to tell him . . . that what is most needed is direct evidence that the teaching of the Talmud is actually operative now. We know it is,” he wrote Smith, “but we want proof. We are met at present in two ways, first it is not in the Talmud, or else it means something different . . . We know nothing of the Talmud,” he acknowledged, “it is a sealed book to all but a few Jews.” Certainly, Laister and Smith knew nothing: the newly found Talmud expert seemed astonished at their ignorance when he realized, reported Laister, that Laister had no appreciation of the relation between the Talmud and Jewish conduct. The convert said: “It is true that to most Jews the Talmud itself is a sealed book, but its sayings, its proverbs, its maxims have eaten themselves into the daily life and conversation of the race. The Book is not read, but its spirit is everywhere.” Laister must have been astonished for other reasons as well. He reported on newly acquired information about the details of ritual circumcision and about something all “genuine Jews” wear: “a scarf fit with tassels (‘fringe’) . . . under the waistcoat (not to be confounded with the scarf worn at worship)”; it is “called the ‘four corners’—Arba Can Foth.” He also felt compelled to apologize to Smith for misleading him about one of the newly acquired details Laister had obtained. “I
made a mistake when I told you that Jewesses wore wigs to conceal premature baldness. It is a fact that they fade very early, but the wig is explained in this way. When she marries (in orthodox countries) she is shorn of her hair the next morning, and ever afterwards wears a head covering peculiar to—that is to say it differs in different countries.” In England and America “where the Jews are semi-gentiles as regards exteriors” a simple wig so as “not to look singular . . . generally . . . is worn only by foreigners of whom there are now a great number in London.”

Goldwin Smith integrated this type of knowledge within the neo-Lamarckian thought that framed so many responses to the mass migration of Jews out of the Old Polish Kingdom, that is from Russia, Austria-Hungary, and from the Prussian Duchy of Poznan. They were prmeval tribal people, dangerous because Smith believed in the inheritance of acquired characteristics. That belief was ambiguous enough to allow him to capriciously identify habits, instincts, occupations, or some other characteristics he found harmful as Jewish, because the hard shell protected Jewish particularity from the progressive forces of evolution and enlightenment. In 1881 one English contemporary applied the general analysis this way: “The fact that during a long period . . . [Jews] were absolutely driven into money-dealing as their sole business, seems to have developed a heredity faculty of accumulation.” Laister argued from remote causes. Whatever he found abhorrent in the conduct of Jews in the Old Polish Kingdom was a “logical outcome of their religious teaching and social training.” He had identified a critical sustaining mechanism for that conduct by pointing to the institutionalized practices of training the young of each generation. Goldwin Smith agreed, in his way. The Jews “have now been so long a wandering race, ’preferring to earn their living with their heads,’ that the tendency is ingrained, and cannot be altered by anything that Christendom can do.” The condition was part of a general phenomenon. “The same thing would probably have befallen the Greeks had they, like the Jews been permanently converted into a race without a home. For such habits, whether formed by an individual or a race, humanity is not responsible, nor can it prevent them from bearing their natural fruits.” And there was this fact to consider: “Judaism is Legalism, of which the Talmud is the most signal embodiment. . . . In the competition of this world’s goods it is pretty clear that the legalist will be apt to have the advantage and at the same time that his conduct will often appear not right to those whose highest monitor is not the law.” Thus, the professor of political science and history could reach this general conclusion: “in whatever camp the Jew is found he will be apt for some time, unless the doctrine of heredity is utterly false, to retain the habits formed during the eighteen centuries of itinerant exis-
tence, without a country and under circumstances which rendered cun-
ing, suppleness, and intrigue almost as necessary weapons of self de-
fense in his case as the sword and the lance were in the case of the
feudal soldier.”54 Jewish migration out of the East was dangerous. It
was one thing for Smith, and those who concurred, that “men of Jewish
descent who have put off tribalism altogether” are to be welcomed as
citizens in the fullest sense of the term, and that the welcoming society
should “rejoice in any good gifts, peculiar to their stock, which they
may bring to the common store.”55 It was quite another to ignore deep
bonds between “liberal” Jews and the masses of hard-shelled “genuine”
Jews streaming west. “The common people know nothing about Less-
ing and Nathan Der Wise; and if they did,” Smith explained, “they
might say with truth that the character of Nathan Der Wise is as ficti-
tious as that of the Eastern sages of Voltaire.”

Smith looked for ways to protect liberal political economies and
their progressive civilizations from this specter of the Middle Ages.
General principles of Manchesterian economics required his opposi-
tion to restraints on migration within the Euro-American world, but
this Jewish migration coming out of the Old Polish Kingdom required
special treatment demanded by a “case of absolute necessity.” The
“land of every nation is its own,” explained Smith. “The right of self
defense is not confined to those who are called upon to resist an armed
invader. It might be exercised with equal propriety, though in a differ-
ent way, by a nation the character and commercial life of which were
threatened by a great irruption of Polish Jews. The Americans think
themselves perfectly at liberty to lay restrictions on the immigration of
the Chinese, though the Chinaman with his labourer’s shovel is noth-
ing like so formidable an invader as the Jew.”56

Before turning to Andrew Dixon White, it is useful to suggest that
some of Smith’s positions may have served as White’s unspoken no-
tions for his own discussion of Russian Jewry and its migration. For
one, Smith’s misrepresentations of the Talmud are not all that differ-
ent from Enfield’s and, by extension, from views Jefferson helped pro-
mulgate in private. For another, Smith shared with White a republican
animus toward all clerics. This reached back to the post-Christian pa-
ganism of the Enlightenment, especially to the Deists who attacked the
ancient Hebrews of the Old Testament and the Jews of the eighteenth
century.

Finally, it is helpful to recall that White moved comfortably in cir-
cles that included Henry Adams, whose “Jewish passages,” which are
usually associated with status and race, also need to be connected to specific attacks on Jews who lived in orbits of Talmudic prescriptions. Between his “Virgin” and his “Dynamo” the great American medievalist exhibited classic metaphors he and his contemporaries understood only too well. Two well-known examples will suffice. In the early twentieth century in the famed *Education*, he did not have to explain why he was starting his autobiography with Israel’s Temple, the circumcision ritual, and his “uncle the high priest, under the name of Israel Cohen,” any more than why he was claiming that his sense of place in post-Civil War America was threatened by Polish Jews “still reeking of the Ghetto, snarling a weird Yiddish.” They were, it was well known, medieval, living in a traditional framework of conduct and beliefs derived from the Talmud. In 1906 he wrote his brother Brooks, “God tried drowning out the world once, but it did no kind of good, and there are said to be four-hundred-and fifty thousand Jews now doing Kosher in New York alone. God himself owned failure.” Surely then, there are good reasons for suggesting that Smith’s views can be understood as containing some of the preconditions for White’s attitude about Talmudic Judaism. Its practitioners did not occupy a place in his race-conscious imagination that the likes of Indians and Filipinos did. But in general, these views of his were all part of the progressive vision’s pessimistic side.

White spoke with an American Protestant anticlerical voice. He was certain that Anglo-Americans and Germans had developed the Christian civilization that was moving humanity ever closer to the kingdom of heaven on earth. Translated into practical terms, that outlook justified for White territorial conquest and the removal and containment of dark skinned pagans. As a young man, in 1853, he had supported continental expansion to the south and west because it made inevitable the spread of republican Christianity. In 1902, when American soldiers occupied the Philippines, he wrote President Theodore Roosevelt: “I consider the destruction of a whole Indian tribe or a whole island full of low class half-breed Malays and other savages as of infinitely less account than the blotting out of a single God-fearing, hardworking, American pioneer family.” For the nonpagan population, White turned to the “correct” kind of education that antebellum white Protestant middle class reformers had urged as appropriate for laundering the political minds of unwashed men who were becoming voting citizens of the republic. As president of Cornell University he had insisted that the nation’s elite have university training that made them appreciate the importance of Christian values and military training. Both were essential for staying the course and protecting the republic against unruly and misled urban mobs. White had espoused emancipation and integrated schools for the freed slaves and their fel-
low citizens. But by the 1890s he, as did so many northern influential whites, had come to see “some beautiful relations” within slavery which were forever lost. Rapid, dramatic transformation of millions of blacks into full and equal participants of the republic was obviously beyond reach. They and the nation would have to wait. Instead of depending on the popular oral traditions within African American life, which in fact linked blacks to their pasts in Africa and in slavery, he wanted for them an Americanizing education patterned after the white Protestants in New England. For that reason, he insisted upon literacy as a condition of extending suffrage rights to blacks.

Immigrants also threatened the republic because crowds of “illiterate peasants, freshly raked in from Irish bogs or Bohemian mines, or Italian robber nests” undermined urban politics and the very security of America’s cities. White knew what he wanted, and it surely was not the “slobbering anxiety of pseudo-philanthropists”: the new challenges required tough-minded trainers. “It was as . . . if a man who finds his child bitten by a rabid dog would not cut out the affected part and cauterize it instantly, but should wash the wound with rose water and coddle the dog with a warm kennel and beefsteaks and insist on giving the cur his liberty.”

In 1893 he had the opportunity to have his say about Jews coming out of the East. He had become America’s Minister to Russia and in May had received his State Department’s cable, asking questions about Jews as potential immigrants. “Representations have been [made] here that Russian Government is about to enforce edict . . . which will result in a large migration of destitute people of that class to the United States. If there is foundation for that . . . ” the Department in Washington stressed, “you will please ascertain and report as speedily as possible terms of the edict and its probable effect.” White responded at once with a brief telegram and then set about the task of sending a long dispatch on the subject of “the present condition of Israelites in Russia.” A close reading of that dispatch reveals his enlightened reform-minded attitudes towards Talmudic Judaism in the full context of his larger views about Jews in general. In comparison to what he had read earlier, White now appreciated what he saw with his own eyes: In Russia most of the “vast majority” lived “. . . in poverty and a very considerable misery, just on the border of starvation.” Material circumstances had not changed since the early fifties when, as a young man attached to the Legation, he had traveled seven days “on the outside of a post coach between St. Petersburg and Warsaw.” Jews then existed “for the most part in squalor, obliged to resort to almost anything that offers, in order to keep body and soul together. Even the best of them,” he recalled, “were then treated with contempt by the lowest of the pure Russians.”
Now, in 1893, conditions were worse in the smaller towns, “in some of which they form the majority of residents, their poverty is so abject that they drag each other down making frequently a ruinous competition with each other in such branches of business as they are allowed to pursue.” In towns of 8,000 to 10,000 Jews could face a sudden demand to make room for another 6,000 ordered into a town from the surrounding countryside. These conditions, combined with a maze of restrictions on occupations, residence patterns, property ownership and transfers, manufacturing activities, and hiring patterns of non-Jews, made life for Jews precarious, and even hazardous given the capricious behavior in the officialdom of the Russian Empire.

This assessment squared with views of others in Europe and America who approached the Jews of Russia from a comparative vantage point that seemed to stress the impact of environment upon behavior. For example, White sounded the classical note on the subject of occupations: “Jews once were an agricultural people. They have been made what they are by ages of persecutions which have driven them into occupations to which they are now so generally devoted.” Besides, he explained, claims about Jewish occupational patterns in Russia are often false. There were large numbers of Jewish manual workers in the Empire: in Poland he found a “very large body of artisans,” about one-half of the Jewish adult male population. “[A]lmost every brand of manual labor is represented among them, and well represented, as stone masons they have an especially high reputation and it is generally conceded that in sobriety, capacity, and attention to work they fully equal their Christian rivals.”

He used a similar approach to other charges leveled against Jews in and out of Russia. No doubt they avoided military service, but who would not, considering the treatment they received in the Russian military. In any event, conscription in 1886 had pulled in some 40,000 Jews. Undoubtedly, Jews did not share the patriotism of Russian enthusiasts: “the wonder is that any human being should expect them to be patriotic.” In comparison with Christian lenders and trades people, Jews compared favorably in their dealings with the famous and numerous Russian peasants. But, of course, even though both groups exploited the peasants in Russia, it was the Jew who was singularly targeted as the exploiter of the peasantry. And so far as the charge of anti-Czarist activities were concerned, White also stressed environmental pressures. The relatively large proportion of Jews among the “Nihilists” and other underground movements can be accounted for “by the mass of bitterness stored up during ages of oppression not only in Russia but elsewhere.”

Invariably, White made comparisons with the western countries in Europe and America, where the number of Jews in the total population
was in fact quite small. There, the proportion of Jewish wealthy men was significant. There they had acquired respect and influence in important circles of society. Their patriotism and loyalty to crown or state had been demonstrated often. White claimed that he had experienced situations where Jewish members of the German imperial staff had placed patriotism “above all else.” He pointed to the Jews in political and financial circles who had “noble” careers in the history of their countries. “And there have been many others, in science, literature, philosophy, the arts,” including, he stressed, those in Russia, “in the past and today.” In other words, when environmental conditions were not especially hostile to Jews they have “always” shown themselves to be “grateful” to rulers who have “shown a kind regard to them.” For that matter, in the United States in the ranks of intellectuals and academics, Jews had also become enthusiastic supporters of the republic and its capitalist economy. At a recent meeting of the American Social Science Association it had been Professor Seligman of Columbia University who had attacked the antisocial forces following the leadership of such men as Ferdinand Lassalle or Karl Marx!

This portion of the report reflected well White’s convictions about evolution and the role of education in moving his republican society towards eventual perfection. He identified himself with the Enlightenment of the Protestant West and within that framework had no difficulty in considering the Jews of the Russian Empire as individuals who in time, and with the proper education, would change into the sort of successful and acceptable Jews whom he had come to know in America, Germany, France, and England.

But there was White’s other side, the darker one that enlightened reformers often manifested. He excluded American Indians from the beneficial impact of evolution and education; he had serious misgivings about blacks becoming fit citizens without long periods of development; he was convinced that masses of groups of European immigrants arrived with the wrong kinds of social discipline for urban development. Not surprisingly, the anticlerical White rejected Talmudic Judaism as a collective public good on its own terms.

To be sure, after presenting the essence of the Russian government’s position on the subject of the Talmud, he seemed at first to take serious exception to it. The Russians, he reported, claim that “Israelites are educated in bitter and undying hate of Christians, and taught not only to despise but to despoil them.” Beyond that, Russian officials are convinced that as a result of instructions Jews receive from the Talmud via their rabbis, “and by the simple laws of heredity they have been made beasts of prey with claws and teeth especially sharp, and that the peasant must be protected from them.” White categorically rejected these statements. When confronted by passages from the
Talmud, which he knew was being published in Russia, Western Europe, “and even in the United States,” White insisted that it “seemed to be forgotten that the Israelites would be more than human if such passages did not occur in their sacred writings.” In the first place, some of the passages antedated Christianity. “Most of them have been the result of fervor under oppression and the appeal to the vengeance of Jehovah in time of persecution.” Besides it is only fair to compare such passages to “the more kindly passages especially the broadly beautiful humane teachings which are so frequent in the same writings.” In Russia, however, reported White, such arguments fall on deaf ears: Russians insisted that they, not outsiders, had the personal experience required for really understanding their Jews. Their relation to Jews, White reported to Washington, was to the Russians what “our own peculiar institution” had once been to Americans, incomprehensible to outsiders who did not live with slavery.

White’s apparent rejection obscured his agreement with a critical part of the Russian position. It nestled in policies about the education of Jews. In principle, as a professional American educator, he rejected the quota concepts in admissions policies. So it pained him to see them applied by the Russians. “The world over—as is well known—Israelites will make sacrifices to educate their sons and daughters such as are not made—save in exceptional cases—by other people; they are,” he noted, “as is universally recognized, a very gifted race but, no matter how gifted a young Israelite may be, his chances of receiving an education are small.” In the Russian context, however, White appreciated Russian fears: in the absence of tight control on admissions of Jews in the high schools, universities, and professional schools, Jews would overrun all these institutions of higher learning.

Nevertheless, White thought those restrictions were counterproductive because it forced Jews to remain in the world of Talmudic education, which, he agreed with the Russians, precluded integration of Jewish life. According to White, the worst feature of the Russian educational system was its insistence that the vast majority of Jews remain in their own schools. “The whole system at present in vogue is calculated to make Talmudic and Theological schools—which are so constantly complained of as the nurseries and hot-beds of anti-Russia and anti-Christian fanaticism—the only schools accessible to the great majority of young gifted Israelite.” Such a policy did not simply deny Jews access to education, as White understood the meaning of the concept, but locked them into a world that he and the Russians insisted was at the root of the Jewish problem in Russia.

When the Russians told him that they had no hatred of Israelites, only of Talmudic Judaism and its practitioners, they were in effect saying that they wanted their Jews to become radically different. And so
they pointed to their Karaite Jews who had denied the religious validity of the Talmud: they lived without the detailed rites and rituals and did not lead lives that so differentiated them from non-Jews. Russians told him that they treated the Karaite Jews “with special kindness” because they were not fanatics. White was convinced the Russians had it backwards. The reason Karaite Jews “are free from fanaticism” was because the Russians had treated them kindly for a long time; extend the same kind of treatment to all Jews, he thought, and in time they will also drop their fanaticism. White told Washington that Russia’s approach to the Jews was “so illogical as to be incomprehensible” because “great powers are given to the Jewish Rabbis and religious authorities.” Russians in fact sustained their fanaticism. “They are allowed, in the districts where the Israelites mainly live to form a sort of state within the state, and with power to impose taxes upon their co-religionists, and to give their regulations virtually the force of law.”

White wanted to bring Talmudic Judaism to an end. It was no more acceptable to him than it was to the Russians, albeit as an American Protestant enlightened reformer, he wanted it gone for the sake of his own agenda. Like the Russians, he wanted it eliminated. As a diplomat he wanted only the best for the Russians and for the Israelites. His solution was simple. Rid the Empire of “racial antipathies, remembrances of financial servitude, vague inherited prejudices, with myths and legends like those of the middle ages.” Go modern: Substitute “institution in Science, General Literature and technical branches” which are taught to the Russians for “instruction in the Talmud and Jewish Theology.”

Then, in time, the Jews of Russia would become like the Jews of America and Western Europe. There, “invariably those darkest features of the Talmud have been more and more blotted out from Jewish teaching, and the unfortunate side of the Talmudic influence more and more weakened.” Obviously, when Jews did not live by the Talmud, “the more bitter utterances in the Talmud complained of do not necessarily lead Israelites to hate Christians.” Then they do not live in a state within a state. They become individuals infused with the noblest ideals of the Enlightenment. They become men as Judah Touro in the United States, Sir Moses Montefiore in the United Kingdom, Nathan Rothschild or Baron Hirsch in France, like the less well-known Jews in an American city who raised substantial funds in order to buy relief for anti-Jewish Russians struck by a devastating famine. Or, like the Felix Adler of White’s Protestant republican construction. Years earlier, he had publicly defended his appointment of the Jewish Adler as lecturer at Cornell University: “he was a graduate of one of our most renowned Christian colleges, and had been blessed with all the safeguards against error which [Cornell] an institution noted for its orthodoxy could
throw around him." In other words, without the Talmud and its collective world, Jews would become men and women comparable to the Karaites the Russians appreciated, or a new sort of Jew who White would consider fit for American citizenship and participation in America's civic society.

That development would happen if Russian authorities followed his advice. But he knew they would not do it, and in any event, even if they did the impact of the change on Russian Jewry would be too slow to impact those eager to take flight to a United States increasingly gripped by industrial conflict and what looked like class war. Perhaps that recognition was another reason explaining why White "drained his passion in dispatches to the State Department," to use biographer Glenn Altschuler's insightful phrase, "instead of battling for change of Russian policy towards Jews." All along he worried that massive Jewish emigration from the Talmudic Kingdom would be full of unskilled illiterates; for skilled, literate, educated better off kinds of Jews, he was convinced, would be organized for migration to Argentina.

Some of the wider ramifications of White's kind of engagement with and hostility toward Talmudic Judaism is best appreciated by turning briefly to contacts he had among influential Reform Jews. As is well known, leaders of the Reform Movement in America were also engaged with and hostile toward Talmudic Judaism. But they were active within the changing People of the Talmud: even as they sought to effect American public policy on behalf of kinsmen in Russia, they dissociated themselves from identifications that would link them to primitives.

The Reform Movements' supporters represented a perspective especially well expressed by the illustrious C. E. Montefiore, a distinguished English scholar who had long fought anti-Jewish prejudice in the circles in which Smith and White traveled. "Pharisaic, Rabbinic, Jewish are adjectives still not infrequently used as synonymous, not only for narrow, intolerant, and obsolete, but also for everything and anything not in New Testament or early Christian literature which the particular writer happens to dislike. All that is noble and good is original and Christian and new; all that is crude or disagreeable is Jewish and Rabbinic and old." He had traveled light years from that Talmudic world, which Enfield and Smith had attacked, and from which Montefiore, within a Jewish framework, separated himself. "I am a Liberal Jew, differing even far more widely than a modern orthodox Jew from
the religion of the Rabbis; yet my Judaism comes to me through them, and is a development of theirs. . . . [M]uch of their religious teaching seems to me fine and noteworthy. It contains many 'flowers'. . . . Some of it, even though we can no longer accept it, is yet striking and beautiful. Some of it is capable of adaptation, enlargement, and purification. Some of it is pathetic, showing the conflict between higher and lower impulses, or revealing a struggle of advancing thought against the bonds of a cruel dogma (namely the perfection and inspired character of every Old Testament utterance), which made progress in certain directions difficult or impossible.

After identifying the constituent and interrelated parts of the Talmud, Montefiore had this to say of the Halakha, the part of the Talmud which Enfield and Smith had selected for attack and derision. The “legal discussions, all this 'study of the Law', all these elaborations and minutiae, were to the Rabbis the breath of their nostrils, their greatest joy and the finest portion of their lives.” He thought the “larger part of . . . [Halakha] seems a waste of mental energy and of time. If a very big percentage of the halakhik portion of the Rabbinic literature were destroyed, archaeology, comparative jurisprudence would be the poorer, but our modern religious life would hardly be affected. A gulf separates us from the Rabbis, and this gulf has to be recognized. Their most absorbing interests were not ours. We have also to confess that religion meant, and was, more to them than to us. God was nearer to them in more senses than one, and heaven and hell were more definite and influencing realities.” In their halakhic mode, he too compared the rabbis “with the men of the medieval world.”66

When most Jews were still conducting their lives by the light—albeit often flickering—of that Talmud-inspired governance, influential German-American liberal Jews took institutional steps to “distinguish modern Jews from their predecessors by casting off ‘excrescences.’” They meant to cut loose from the Jewry's constitutional foundations that which Jefferson, via Enfield, had so misrepresented to Adams. In the closing years of the century, the Central Conference of American Rabbis, without invoking by name the hallowed canon, proclaimed that “our relations in all religious matters are in now way authoritatively, and finally determined by any portion of our Post-Biblical and Patristic literature.” For his part, famed banker Jacob Schiff, a traditionally minded Reform Jew, made a practical contribution. As an alternative to Talmudic Judaism, with which the incoming Jew from Russia and Poland had intimate familiarity, and Reform Judaism, which initially seemed so alien to him, Schiff helped finance the revitalization of American Conservative Judaism. In the words of Jonathan Sarna, the reformers who tried to “transform American Jews” in “deeds, if not in words . . .
sought to effect changes that would render the modern Jew quite distinct from his pre-modern stereotypical counterpart." They sought to make him "as different from the mythical one as possible." 

If only in Americanized fragments and splinters, whatever else was in the core of that mythical Jew, there also nestled Talmudic Judaism and the reputations associated with it. That at least is one conclusion that can be drawn from the evidence presented here. The reformers certainly assumed it about the canon. Themselves part of the changing People of the Talmud, they were especially apprehensive about the capacity of their Jewish opponents to stop or delay among Jews the kindred processes of enlightened rationalism and republican assimilation. In the 1890s, politically well-connected leaders linked these concerns among important Reform Jews to a specific German-American Jewish agenda. It was calculated to help Jews leave oppressive Russia while taking steps to protect modern Jewish life in America from a kinsman still wed to the classic canon. Concerned about Jewish conditions and needs, Reform Jews, from a deferential posture but more aggressively than in the past, tried to persuade White to alter America's foreign policy dealing with Russian authorities. As this effort involved a larger strategy designed to effect American immigration policy, the German-American Jewish apprehension about being associated with primitive newcomers manifested itself in a special way. As economic liberals who supported an open door for Caucasians, they joined with other antirestrictionists in opposing Chinese immigration. In their argument they employed the concept of “absolute necessity,” the very one that Smith had used in opposing Jewish immigration: Chinese lived in hard-shelled collectives of their own. In their case restriction “may be defended on the grounds of a broad public policy, with reasons which cannot logically be adduced with regard to any branch of the Caucasian race.”

In Simon Wolfe’s *The American Jew as Patriot, Soldier and Citizen*, the anthology which published and applauded White’s report, Louis Edward Levy developed the argument. Thanks to his abilities as an inventor and entrepreneur, by the 1890s, this son of immigrants, whose Jewish parents had brought him from Bohemia during the last years of the German-Jewish migration before the Civil War, had become a well-known publisher of a Democratic daily in Philadelphia and an influential figure in Jewish circles; indeed, it was his company that had published *The American Jew*. He wrote: “the most cogent of the reasons and the one that has afforded the only rational basis for the exclusion policy adopted [by the United States] is not the economic element of the subject, not that Chinese live cheaply and work cheaply, but that their assimilation with the rest of the population is practically impossible.”
But, unlike White, and of course Smith, Levy and other publicly active liberal Jews owned the dynamic patrimony of collectivity from Talmudic Judaism as a dowry, as a kind of natural endowment or gift from old-fashioned forebears. So Levy felt compelled to make the case for accepting bearded Russian Hebrews to America. Such political “or perhaps ultimately ethnological reasons may here be considered as prompting a course which could not reasonably be adopted on any other ground.” Even though at the time anthropologists, physicians, and evolutionary biologists, including Jewish ones in Europe and America, were really quite confused about the subject of the Jewish race in Levy’s mind Jews conveniently belonged to the Caucasian race. Within that beneficent category opposition to Jews could only rest on economic grounds and these, to a late nineteenth century liberal, were simply unacceptable. 

Besides, he was optimistic about the capacity of Polish Jews to change from their folk ways once Russia adopted White’s recommendations. America’s experience was proof positive: They “have all been assimilated. Those of them that survive, and their children, assuredly have become thoroughly Americanized and effectually welded into the commonality of our Republic.” He was certain that if the Czar’s government adopted policies of enfranchisement and “unhampered domicility” Russia would not only see an end to mass emigration by Jews, but would also witness their transformation into desirable post-Talmudic Jews, like himself. Levy predicted that when such Jews would associate with the Talmud they would become acceptable because it would be a different kind of association than in the past. It would be one dominated by the “great” ideals of Judaism: “the universal fatherhood of God, the universal brotherhood of men, and the direct responsibility for every human being to the Maker of All.” At the time, others, perhaps even White, saw such a development as the beginning of the end for all of Jewish life. An English contemporary writer, John Foster Fraser, put the point directly in the Russian context. Should Russia remove the restraint on the Pale, that is, on one-half of the world’s Jews, “Judea” would pay a high price indeed: “The last stronghold of Jewish thought and tradition is in Russia. Yet, just as in every country from which he has received freedom the tendency on his own initiative has been to be de-Judaised, the result of emancipation will be that he will become less a Jew and more a Russian, until in time the distinct Jew disappears.” Fraser thought this development a public good. He saw “no cause for repining at what the centuries hold in store. Judaism will go; it is going already in every land where the gentiles do not cabin it.”

This kind of projection did not catch Levy’s voice about America’s Jewish future from the perspective of segmented post-Talmudic Jews.
in the United States. He and fellow liberal Jews shared many of White’s rationalistic anticlerical views about Talmudic Judaism and its rabbinical leadership. However, they also wanted appropriate safeguards within a policy preventing unrestricted mass immigration—appropriate selection screens and training programs applied to those Jewish applicants designated as potentially fit and appropriate for dispersal throughout the American republican body politic—so that migrating Jews would not overwhelm the capacity of the American environment to assimilate them. But liberal Jewish leaders were obviously different from White, who, besides Smith, had other associates who considered it appropriate to share with him their anti-Semitic views about Jews as dangerous creatures conspiring to take over the world.

Levy represented the potential of the right kind of immigrant Jew by reproducing a report from the New York Sun: Last week 10,000–12,000 Jewish tailors went on strike, “day after day they loitered in the street or congregated in their hall, or sat down anywhere to talk their jargon. But last Saturday morning the strikers . . . were not to be found at their usual places of rendezvous. Nearly all of them had gone to their synagogues where they prayed and listened to the rabbi. They were following a custom established by Moses and kept up through all the ages since his time. In the hundreds of garrets, rear halls, and rickety old edifices which are used as synagogues in what is called the ‘ghetto’ on the east side of New York, the Jews on strike celebrated the everlasting name of ‘JAHVEH’ last Saturday forenoon, the holy Sabbath.” To the Sun this was “Judaism in New York and the world over.” Who ever “heard of any body of strikers other than Jews, giving heed to the ceremonies of their religion during the heat of a strike? We are told that nearly all of these Jewish strikers are orthodox, and all wore their hats in the synagogues. Many of them, we are assured, are familiar with the Torah and the Talmud, and can quote Iben Ezra and Maimonides.”

For Levy this was an American story about the incoming Jew beginning his journey into modern America. A Jew trained with an artisan skill, or a Jew willing and able to labor for his livelihood, and a Jew mentally strong enough to challenge arbitrary authority. Such a Jew was admissible to the societies that White, Levy, and others of his contemporaries were trying to fashion in Europe and America. With White, Levy feared massive Jewish migrations into the United States if the migration consisted of Jews not prepared to participate fully in America’s economic and political life. But in a manner akin to the selective screening policy Prussians had been using in finding those Jews in the Dutchy of Poznan, which they had acquired from the Russians in 1815, Levy used economic criteria to support the “correct” kind of Jewish migration. Not surprisingly, he turned to categories of
occupation or biological fitness for industrial work. Those were the categories neo-Lamarckians were using to argue for or against admission of migrants from the “backward” regions of the world.

Levy was involved with the Jews of Russia as a kinsman eager to perpetuate Judaism in a modern form, one where Jewish association with the Talmud would be transformed in terms of the end-of-the-century theology and practice of the Central Conference of American Rabbis. Almost all of its members came from the large metropolitan reform congregations that belonged to a German-American Jewry which, in its first and second immigrant generation, was persuading its German-speaking doctrinaire minded rabbis to give way to the needs of more practically minded English-speaking American children. At the congregational level this collective act foreshadowed and facilitated the worshipers’ capacity to transform their life with the Talmud. In that light, the story from the *Sun* may also have suggested to Levy something about the power of rank and file post-Talmudic Jews to change without breaking the relationship to the classic canon in the coming years. To him it was a harbinger of things to come.

Many other German-American Jews also noticed the change, to such an extent, that after the turn of the century they manifested it not only in their congregational life within American liberal Jewry, but in the very theological formulations about ritual conduct derived from the Talmud. In the 1880s and 1890s, when their views had become entangled with fear of mass immigration, industrial conflict, and emerging Zionism, some rabbinic leaders of the Reform Movement had sounded more like Smith than White: They had railed against “Orientalism,” “Talmudism,” “Rabbinism,” and “Kabbalism.” In 1908, a decade after the desperate days of economic depression, in the midst of the large wave of Jews out of Lithuania, the changes in the rank and file were so manifest that even such a fierce enemy as Rabbi Jacob Voorsanger had to pay attention. He had been to the immigrant’s heartland in Manhattan: The “processes of adaptation are already underway. Anyone who compares the Jewish East End of New York of even a decade ago with that of today will discern amazing changes and the unmistakable growth of tendencies in the direction of wholesome and loyal Americanism.” No wonder. Even as White, and those among influential German-American liberal Jews who supported his views, sustained the hostile reputation of the Jewish canon as a primitive medieval fossil, the migration had included growing numbers of post-Talmudic Jews with experience in Central European Jewish anticlerical mass movements of their own. Some had started to emerge as innovative leaders in urban trade unionism and politics. In his popular Yiddish-language anticlerical daily *Forward*, immigrant Abe Cahan would symbolically identify them with a cartoon in which Uncle Sam
welcomes a hatless, beardless, clean shaven, and suit-dressed Socialist Meyer London to Congress: “Hello! Really A New Sort of Jew—I like you.” By 1908 that nineteenth century Uncle had good reason. Jews neglected formal Jewish education, transformed the Shabbes, and with all sorts of references and allusion to Talmudic rules and rituals celebrated America’s urban secular Stadtluft in Americanized Yiddish song and theater.

All had been caught up, to quote Hall once again, in a “muddied, multilayered process . . . [that] functioned to preserve and pass along many bits and pieces of past systems of belief.” In the United States that had meant Jewish heads and practices were full of meaningful debris. The incoming Jews’ engagement with Talmudic Judaism was being transformed, but its fragments and splinters from an earlier era were in the woof and warp of the new kind of Jewish identity establishing itself among America’s post-Talmudic Jews. In their masses they were holding onto parts of their patrimony without being overwhelmed by the tribal fires of modernity which theoretically minded fellow Jews had lighted in liberal synagogues, in social-democratic trade unions and newspapers, or in revolutionary sects. By World War I, Talmud-anchored rituals had started to become part of the leading congregations in the Reform Movement. A revitalized Conservative Movement organized around the mass participation of post-Talmudic Jews. Henry Adams had been correct about New York’s Lower East Side: it was still full of kosher butcher shops, ritual baths, synagogues, and the High Holy days were celebrated in specially rented halls full of worshippers.

What then of the hostile features in the Talmud focused reputation of Jews in the Promised Land? In this exploratory effort, it is premature to answer comprehensively. But in a post-Shoah world, it is not premature to offer a closing thought to this work in progress. The evidence from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries may be read as the Judeo-phobic part of a larger and deadly bio-cultural driven obsession in the United States. It had expressed itself in a sustained effort that distinguished between primitive and civilized, between tribal and modern.
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